A land use raster provided by the National Institute of Space Research, INPE [1] , under the PRODES project and with data from 2014 was downloaded and reclassified into deforestation, coded as 1, and other land uses, coded as 0. Larger parcels containing 16 times 16 PRODES parcels were formed. The values within each larger parcel were averaged and then resampled to a 1-km spatial resolution by bilinear interpolation. Elevation and slope. The data, sourced from the Shuttle Topography Radar Mission, SRTM [2] , is available from ~90 m 2 spatial resolution, once projected. Larger parcels containing 11 times 11 SRTM parcels were formed. The values within each larger parcel were averaged and then resampled by bilinear interpolation. Slope was estimated at the original spatial resolution using the slope tool in ArcGIS. The data was resampled to a 1-km spatial resolution by bilinear interpolation. Forest cover. The data is distributed by NASA [3] as product MOD44B, version 051, and was obtained using reverb, a metadata and service discovery tool. The rasters contain yearly forest cover estimates as percentages at a ~250-meter spatial resolution. The 2001 The , 2005 The , and 2009 products (corresponding to the beginning of each study period) were downloaded. Water was assigned a value of 0. Larger parcels containing 4 times 4 MOD44B parcels were formed. The values within each larger parcel were averaged and then resampled by bilinear interpolation. Forest edge. Deforestation that took place during or after a study period was reclassified as forests in the PRODES raster and added to the existing forest cover class. The Euclidean distance from each cell to the nearest forested cell was estimated at the original ~60-meter spatial resolution. Next, the data was processed in the same way as deforestation data. Precipitation. The raster data is distributed by World-Clim [4] and is available as a multiyear average with monthly coverage at a ~1-km spatial resolution once projected. Yearly estimates were obtained by aggregating values of monthly precipitation. The data was resampled by bilinear interpolation. This data reflects general precipitation trends, and was treated as static. Alternative data, collected under NASA's Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) provided yearly precipitation data but at a coarse spatial resolution (~25 km once projected). Therefore, the former was preferred. Since all study periods cover at least 4 years, actual precipitation over these periods should not have differed substantially from the general trends. Agricultural suitability. The product 'Climate, soil and terrain slope constraints combined' (Plate 28, Global agro-ecological zones), distributed by the International Institute for Applied System Analysis, IIASA [5] , has 7 levels, where a 1 indicates a very high suitability for agriculture and a 7 indicates unsuitable lands. The data is available from a ~10-km spatial resolution once projected. It was resampled to a 1-km spatial resolution via the nearest neighbor method. Official and unofficial roads. The shapefile of roads, compiled by the Amazon's Institute of Man and Environment, was partitioned into a shapefile of official roads and a shapefile of logging roads which included both unofficial and settlement roads. Distances to the nearest road were estimated as Euclidean distances from the center of each 1-km 2 cell to the nearest polyline representing a road. Since the road network also exists beyond the spatial extent of IMAZON's shapefile, some estimates along the borders of the study area are inaccurate. However, this imperfection should not have introduced substantial changes in the results. Another shortcoming
is related to temporal extent. Accessible regions defined by the study correspond to the year 2010. IMAZON provides information on which year each road segment was mapped. This information could be treated as a year when a logging road was built. A valid approach would be to select a segment of roads at the beginning of each study period, but this could not be done for the first period because the mapping of illegal roads began in 2003. In any case, this approach would not include deforestation that took place near logging roads built during a study period. For these reasons, accessible regions were defined only once and applied to all periods (but I acknowledge that Legal Amazon is dealing with the rapid proliferation of illegal roads [6] ), implying that avoided deforestation estimates for the first two periods are conservative. Rivers. A set of polylines representing navigable rives in Brazil was obtained from Brazil's National Map of Logistics and Transport, PNLT [7] . Distances were calculated in the same way as roads. The entire river shapefile was used in computations so as to minimize inaccuracies in estimates for cells located near the edges of the study area. Travel time. Global Environment Monitoring Unit [8] provides a ~1 km spatial resolution raster with travel time estimates. For this study, they were resampled by bilinear interpolation. Protected areas. The shapefiles of protected areas, distributed by Brazil's Ministry of Environment, MMA [9] , were used to select all protected areas that fully or partially fell within the boundaries of the study area. The World's Database of Protected Areas, WDPA [10] , was used to remove protected areas for which the actual reported physical area was zero and to assign IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) categories. It must be noted that for some records in the attribute table of the WDPA shapefile, IUCN categories were not reported or were reported incorrectly. This data was cross-checked and, if necessary, corrected using Brazil's National Cadaster of Conservation Units, made available by the MMA. IUCN categories were also collected for those conservation units that were included by the MMA, but not included in the WDPA. The overlapping of polygons was handled according to WDPA recommendations. That is, strict protection areas were prioritized over other protection types and sustainable use areas were prioritized over indigenous lands. In case protected areas of the same protection type were overlapping, priority was given to the one created less recently. Information regarding the year a protection status was issued came from the MMA, as the WDPA reports the year when the current status (proposed, designated, or established) of the protected area came into force. If this data from the WDPA were used, some protected territories would be assigned to the control sample, thereby deflating avoided deforestation estimates.
Pixel selection
Accessibility. Accessibility was defined following Barber et al. [11] . Firstly, all deforestation pixels corresponding to the 2000-2014 period were allocated either to roads (not differentiating between official and unofficial ones) or to rivers using the shortest Euclidean distance as the allocation criterion. In this way, 95% of deforestation was attributed to roads, and the remainder was assigned to rivers. The shortest Euclidean distances from each deforestation pixel attributed to roads were calculated and placed into 100-meter intervals, and the accumulated percentage of deforestation in total deforestation was estimated for each interval (see Fig A for graphical illustration). The data was first differenced by subtracting the accumulated percentage of deforestation at distance d+0.5 km from the corresponding figure at d-0.5 km and centering the estimates at distance d. Since the range of each distance interval is 1 km, the result of the first difference is also the slope at distance d. The distance at which this slope equals the slope of the diagonal line defines the distances at which deforestation penetration starts to diminish. The slope of the diagonal line is 100/dmax, which is the slope of the red line in Fig A as well. Regions beyond the distance at which deforestation influence starts to diminish (4.1 km) were considered inaccessible.
Forest cover. Sparsely forested (<20%) cells were defined using a processed raster of forest cover and were removed, thus also removing parcels of agricultural lands, depleted areas, urban centers, and hydrographic features. Clouds. To minimize cloud cover in the 2014 PRODES raster, pixels classified as forests in the 2015 PRODES raster, but classified as clouds in the 2014 version, were reclassified as forests in the 2014 PRODES raster. Next, the remaining clouded pixels were coded as 1 and other classes were assigned a value of 0. The final cloud layer was obtained by averaging these values and resampling the result into 1-km 2 land parcels. All parcels with at least 20% cloud cover were considered inadequate for matching and, therefore, were discarded. Leakage. Leakage is defined as the displacement of extractive efforts from within protected areas into the broader landscape [12] . This definition can be widened to include deforestation from immigration to protected area surroundings. Even though empirical analyses suggest no leakage in Brazil [13] , cells located within 10 kilometers of a protected area larger than 100 km 2 were discarded as a precaution. Retaining land parcels located close to protected areas would inflate avoided deforestation estimates if treatment cells were paired with cells affected by leakage. However, discarding these parcels reduced the size of control sample, thereby reducing the probability that proper matches could be found. Borders. The cells were allocated to treatment and control samples based on cell center location. It is possible that a cell was predominantly located just outside the borders of a protected area and was affected by rampant deforestation due to leakage, while its center lay within the borders of that protected area. To hedge against such a possibility, cells that cover both protected and unprotected lands were removed. Only cells that satisfied all five conditions were considered eligible for matching (Fig B) . Cells that were located within protected areas for which less than 100 suitable observations were found in the sample of eligible observations or in those protected areas created during a study period, were removed programmatically. However, cells of those protected areas which were created after a study period were kept in the control group of that period. Descriptive statistics for parcels eligible for matching are presented in Table A . Results Table B . Total number of matched pairs (NM) and mean absolute standardized mean difference (MASMD) for accessible protected areas for the 2009-2014 period by characteristics. All protected areas created in or prior to 2000 were included. Low (High) indicates that a subsample includes all parcels for which the values of a characteristic is below (above) the median value of that characteristic.
